We show that the complex of parabolic subgroups associated to the Artin-Tits group of type B is hyperbolic.
Introduction and background
This presentation can be encoded by a Coxeter graph Γ: the vertices are in bijection with the set S and two distinct vertices a, b are connected by an edge labeled k if k > 2 and labeled by ∞ if a, b satisfy no relation. The Artin-Tits group defined by the Coxeter graph Γ will be denoted A Γ . When Γ is connected, the group A Γ is said to be irreducible. The quotient by the normal subgroup generated by the squares of the elements in S is a Coxeter group; when this group is finite, the Artin-Tits group is said to be of spherical type. Also, the Artin-Tits group A Γ is called dihedral if Γ has two vertices. A proper subset ∅ = X S generates a proper standard parabolic subgroup of A Γ which is naturally isomorphic to the Artin-Tits group A Λ defined by the subgraph Λ of Γ induced by the vertices in X [14] . A subgroup P of A Γ is parabolic if it is conjugate to a standard parabolic subgroup. The flagship example of an Artin-Tits group of spherical type is Artin's braid group on n + 1 strands -i.e. the Artin-Tits group defined by the graph A n Figure 1 : The Coxeter graphs of type A n and B n with a labeling of the standard generators.
shown in Figure 1 (a). This group can be seen as the Mapping Class Group of an (n + 1)-times punctured closed disk D n+1 , that is the group of isotopy classes of orientation-preserving automorphisms of D n+1 which induce the identity on the boundary of D n+1 . The group A An acts on the set of isotopy classes of non-degenerate simple closed curves in D n+1 (curves without auto-intersection and enclosing at least 2 and at most n punctures) hence on the curve graph of D n+1 . A celebrated theorem of Masur and Minsky states that the curve graph of a surface is hyperbolic [10] ; it is actually the typical example of what is now called a hierarchically hyperbolic space [13, 1, 2] . A natural and challenging question is whether, like braid groups, any irreducible Artin-Tits group A Γ (of spherical type) admits a nice action on a hierarchically hyperbolic space. To answer this question, the first step is to define a hyperbolic space on which A Γ acts in the same way as the braid group acts on the curve graph of the punctured disk. This can be stated as follows:
The complex of irreducible parabolic subgroups C parab (A An ) is isometric to the curve graph of the (n+1)-times punctured disk D n+1 . Therefore C parab (A An ) is hyperbolic.
According to the well-known Coxeter classification of finite irreducible Coxeter groups, the list of irreducible Artin-Tits groups of spherical type consists of four infinite families and six "sporadic" groups; in this note we solve the question for one of the infinite families: Artin-Tits groups defined by the graph of type B n shown in Figure 1 (b). We will prove:
The complexes of irreducible parabolic subgroups C parab (A Bn ) and C parab (A An ) are quasi-isometric. Therefore C parab (A Bn ) is hyperbolic.
For the proof of Theorem 2, first recall from [5] that any Artin-Tits group A of spherical type contains a(n infinite) generating set N P(A) such that the associated word metric d N P(A) turns A into a metric space quasi-isometric to C parab (A) [5, Proposition 4.3] : N P(A) is the set of all elements of A which normalize some proper irreducible standard parabolic subgroup of A.
The main ingredient of the proof is a well-known monomorphism η from A Bn to A An ; with the notation of Figure 1 , η is defined by η(τ 1 ) = σ 2 1 and η(τ i ) = σ i for i 2. The image of η is the subgroup P 1 of (n + 1)-strands 1-pure braids, that is the subgroup of all (n + 1)-strands braids in which the first strand ends in the first position. Note that P 1 has index n + 1 in A An . A presentation for P 1 was given by Wei-Liang Chow [6] in 1948; for a proof that η defines an isomorphism between A Bn and P 1 , the reader may consult [9] . The quasi-isometry promised by Theorem 2 will then be easier to describe using the above-mentionned word-metric model:
Another interesting infinite generating set of an Artin-Tits group of spherical type was introduced in [5]: P(A) is the union of all proper irreducible standard parabolic subgroups together with the cyclic subgroup generated by the square of the Garside element. Similarly to Proposition 1, we will prove:
Recall from [5] that (A An , d P(A An ) ) is hyperbolic. Actually, (A An , d P(A An ) ) is quasi-isometric to the complex of arcs in the (n + 1)-times punctured disk, both of whose extremities are in the boundary of the disk [5, Proposition 3.3 ] and this complex is hyperbolic. Proposition 2 thus provides a positive partial answer to the conjecture that (A, d P(A) ) is hyperbolic for all A of spherical type. Also, Propositions 1 and 2 allow to give a partial answer to [5, Conjecture 4.11(ii) ]: the identity map (A Bn , d P(A Bn ) ) to (A Bn , d N P(A Bn ) ) is Lipschitz -as for any A, P(A) ⊂ N P(A)-but not a quasi-isometry. This follows immediately from Propositions 1 and 2 and the corresponding fact for A An [5, Proposition 4.12] . Finally, there is a third interesting generating set which can be associated to a spherical type Artin-Tits group A: the set of absorbable elements as introduced in [3, 4] . The corresponding Cayley graph C AL (A), called the additional length graph, is hyperbolic with infinite diameter for all A of spherical type. Notations. For simplicity of notation, we will now write P(X n ) and N P(X n ) instead of P(A Xn ) and N P(A Xn ), for X ∈ {A, B}. Associated to the word metric d K(Xn) (K ∈ {P, N P}) on A Xn , we have the word-norm ||g|| K(Xn) = d K(Xn) (1, g) for g ∈ A Xn . The Garside element of A Xn will be denoted by ∆ Xn .
The normalizer in A Xn of the (parabolic) subgroup P of A Xn is denoted by N Xn (P ). Finally, for a braid y ∈ A An , its image in the symmetric group S n+1 will be denoted by π y .
Braids and curves
In this section we review a geometric perspective on braids and parabolic subgroups of A An and establish some useful lemmas. Recall that the braid group on (n + 1)-strands can be identified with the Mapping Class Group of a closed disk with (n + 1) punctures D n+1 . Assume that D n+1 is the closed disk of radius n+2 2 centered at n+2 2 and the punctures are the integer numbers 1 i n + 1. For 1 i n, the generator σ i of A An corresponds to a clockwise half-Dehn twist along an horizontal arc connecting the punctures i and i + 1.
The group A An acts -on the right-on the set of isotopy classes of non-degenerate simple closed curves in D n+1 . We will abuse notation and write "curves" instead of "isotopy classes of non-degenerate simple closed curves". The action of a braid y on a curve C will be denoted by C y and we think of it as the result of pushing the curve C from top to bottom along the braid y. Let I be a proper connected subinterval of [n] = {1, . . . , n}, that is
The proper irreducible standard subgroup of A An generated by σ i , i ∈ I, will be denoted by A I . The group A An acts -on the right-on the set of proper irreducible parabolic subgroups by conjugation: for y ∈ A An and P a proper irreducible parabolic subgroup, P y = y −1 P y. As explained in [7, Section 2] , there is a one-to-one correspondence between the proper irreducible parabolic subgroups of A An and the curves in D n+1 . Given a proper connected subinterval I of [n], write m = min(I) and k = #I; the curve corresponding to the standard parabolic subgroup A I is the isotopy class of the circle -or standard curve-C I surrounding the punctures m, . . . , m + k. More generally, if P = A y I is a proper irreducible parabolic subgroup, then the curve corresponding to P is C y I . Conversely, to a curve C in D n+1 , we assign the subgroup consisting of all isotopy classes of automorphisms of D n+1 whose support is enclosed by C, which is a parabolic subgroup. Hence the respective right actions on curves and on parabolic subgroups commute with the above correspondence. Notice in particular that the normalizer of a parabolic subgroup P is exactly the stabilizer of the corresponding curve. For each 1 i n, define a i = σ i . . . σ 1 and let a 0 = Id. In Figure 2 (i)-(iii) are depicted a 2 , a 8 , a 5 ∈ A A9 , respectively. Observe that for each 0 i n, π ai (i + 1) = 1. Given I, we will be interested in the action of a i on C I . We make the following simple observation. . Observe that C I is not a standard curve in general (see the bottom part of Figure 2 (iii)); however it can be transformed into a standard curve under the action of a 1-pure braid. To be precise (see an example in Figure 2(iv) ), the 1-pure braid
transforms the curve C I into the round curve C {1,. . .,k} which surrounds the k + 1 first punctures. In other words, using the correspondence with proper irreducible parabolic subgroups, we get A am−1τ I I = A {1,...,k} . For stating the next lemma, we denote by sh the shift operator: 
Proof. First observe that as z is 1-pure, we must have π g (i 0 + 1) = j 0 + 1. 
The monomorphism η and parabolic subgroups
In this paragraph, we make some useful observations on the monomorphism
Recall that Im(η) = P 1 is the group of (n + 1)-strands braids whose first strand ends at the first position, that is for y ∈ A An , y ∈ P 1 if and only if π y (1) = 1.
In this case, the element η −1 (y) ∈ A Bn is well-defined.
The image of η has index n + 1 in A An and two braids y 1 , y 2 are in the same coset if and only if π y1 (1) = π y2 (1). The braids a 0 , . . . , a n defined in Section 2.1 provide a finite system of coset representatives of A An modulo P 1 . This allows to define a map ψ : A An −→ A Bn in the following way. Given y ∈ A An , let i ∈ {0, . . . , n} (it is unique!) be such that ya i ∈ P 1 = Im(η), and define ψ(y) = η −1 (ya i ).
Given a proper connected subinterval I of [n], we denote by B I the proper irreducible standard parabolic subgroup of A Bn generated by τ i , i ∈ I. The following is immediate; nevertheless we state it as a lemma, for future reference. 
An , k ∈ Z}. Conversely, if y ∈ P 1 normalizes A I , then [12, Theorem 6.3] says that y = uv, where u commutes with all σ i , i ∈ I and v ∈ A I . Suppose that u, v / ∈ P 1 ; then 1 ∈ I. As u commutes with σ 1 and π u (1) = 1, we must have π u (1) = 2 and π u (2) = 1 (observe that π σ1 is the transposition [1, 2] ) but then u cannot commute with σ 2 whence I = {1}. We then may write y = uv = (uσ 1 )(σ −1 1 v) where u = uσ 1 ∈ P 1 commutes with all σ i , i ∈ I and v = σ −1 1 v ∈ P 1 ∩ A I . Therefore we may always suppose that u, v ∈ P 1 . Taking a = η −1 (u) and b = η −1 (v), we get that a commutes with all τ i , i ∈ I and b ∈ B I (Lemma 3(a)). Thus ab normalizes B I (by [12, Theorem 6.3] ), that is, ab ∈ N P(B n ) and y = η(ab) ∈ η(N P(B n )). (iii) ||η −1 (τ I )|| P(Bn) = ||η −1 (τ I )|| N P(Bn) 1.
Proof. If i < n, then a i ∈ A {1,...,i} ⊂ N An (A {1,...,i} ) and ||a i || P(An) = ||a i || N P(An) = 1; if i = n, we can write a n = σ n a n−1 and claims (i), (ii) follow. For (iii), it is enough to observe that η −1 (τ I ) belongs to B {2,...,n} .
